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United States of America 
Postal Rate Commission 

Washington, DC 20268-0001 
 

Petition for Review of Unclassified Services   Docket. No *2003  
 

COMMENTS OF WALZ POSTAL SOLUTIONS, INC. 
 

Walz Postal Solutions, Inc. appreciates the opportuinty to provide these comments on the 
Report on Nonpostal Initiatives submitted by Nicholas F. Barranca on March 7, 2003 
regarding NetPost Certified Mail. 
 
Walz Postal Solutions, Inc. is the largest provider of privately printed Certified Mail 
forms and processing software to businesses and government agencies in the United 
States. Over 130,000,000 Walz Certified Mailers have been used over an array of 
different industry categories (legal, mortgage, finance, courts, general business use, etc.). 
As a result, Walz is, and has been, the leading expert in matters pertaining to the reason 
why industries use Certified Mail, as well as having a large enough customer database 
sample to significantly impact marketing research and projections.

In response to Mr. Barranca’s description of this particular service, Walz would like to 
clarify and expand upon the true relationship between the United State Postal Service 
(USPS) and US Certified Letters, LLC, (USCL), and the service provider for NetPost 
Certified Mail. On the surface, one is led to believe that NetPost Certified is nothing 
more than a simple web link agreement for a nonpostal initiative.  Yet, when you start to 
examine the USPS actions related to NetPost Certified Mail, serious questions arise that 
have implications on USPS ethics, the Postal Rate Commission’s (PRC) approval 
process, USPS revenues and management decisions affecting the future competitive 
nature of the USPS.  
 
In his response, Mr. Barranca refers to a letter agreement dated February 2002 with a 
company called US Certified Mail. We would like to clarify that the actual service 
provider is USCL and the letter agreement is dated March 19, 2001. This is based on a 
copy of the letter agreement provided to me by the USPS purchasing department under 
our Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request. If there is another contract letter dated 
in 2002, this letter has not been forwarded to me pursuant to my FOIA request. 
Additionally, in February 2003, I specifically asked the NetPost Certified project 
manager at the USPS, Jim Samaniego, if there was an updated contract and he told me 
there was only one letter contract.  
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For the public, the concept that “NetPost Certified Mail is a private sector service” is 
difficult to grasp.  The public connects to NetPost Certified through WWW.USPS.com.
Not only is this service offered through a link on the Postal Service Website, but also 
USPS Marketing account representatives have actively marketed this service, on a 
national basis since September/October 2001 (see attached USPS power point 
presentation). The USPS account representatives were instructed to find the decision 
makers and make oral presentation of the benefits of NetPost Certified mail. How can 
one say this is just a web link agreement when the full force of the USPS marketing 
department is employed on a fee basis per unit ? These direct marketing activities on 
behalf of USCL, directly competes against Walz and other approved Certified Mail form 
providers. It appears to have started shortly after the September 2001 department 
reorganization and transfer of e-commerce projects to Mr. Barranca’s new group called 
Product Development. Walz has provided Mr. Barranca and Postal Service management 
with copies of the USPS prepared PowerPoint presentation used to instruct account 
representatives in marketing NetPost Certified Mail. Additionally, Walz has written the 
USPS in June and July 2002, with copies to Mr. Barranca, complaining of unfair 
competition by the USPS because these marketing activities occurred during a “pilot test” 
of the batch processing/bulk acceptance and manifesting of Certified Mail to provide 
electronic information in bulk. There is nothing in Mr. Barranca’s description of NetPost 
Certified or in the March 19, 2001 contract letter that implies this type of marketing 
activity or support to US Certified Letters, LLC. 
 
At National Postal Forums, the USPS conducts seminars to promote this service. Walz, as 
mentioned above, markets its Certified Mail forms, software and fulfillment services on a 
daily basis to similar Certified Mail users, has heard on numerous occasions about this 
new “USPS service” not the “private sector service” referred to by the Mr. Barranca.  
Walz is not the only entity to raise this issue. The 2001 OIG annual report also refers to a 
similar complaint.   It should be noted that while this service was part of a “pilot test”, it 
appears that the USPS Account Representatives were unaware that this service was a 
“pilot test”, presumably because the Marketing Department never told them.  
 
In response to our complaint to the USPS about the unfair competition associated with 
NetPost Certified and Pitney Bowes offering “Batch Delivery Confirmation” including an 
emphasis on not using Return Receipt service because of the “Batch Delivery 
Confirmation,” Walz received a reply on July 3, 2002 from John Dorsey, Special 
Services Manager, who wrote “if the pilot testers offered additional services to their 
customers in conjunction with the operational test, it was done at their own risk because 
this was a pilot test that could have been terminated at any time. Moreover the PRC could 
have refused to recommend the Certified Mail changes”. 
 
We now have a confirmation from the USPS about the risks that USCL and the USPS 
Marketing Department took in promoting this new NetPost Certified Mail service in a 
“pilot test”. This statement also opens the doors for the next two issues. Did the PRC 
actually approve the batch processing/bulk acceptance and manifesting of Certified Mail 
to provide electronic information in bulk and what is the economic impact on the USPS 
and NetPost Certified Mail?
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The following is an excerpt from a meeting Walz had with the USPS on March 13, 2003 
that addresses these specific questions.  
 
************************************************************************ 
“In PRC testimony by the USPS and the advisory letter issued by the PRC regarding 
the batch processing and manifesting of Certified Mail it was obvious the USPS 
perceives this as a preferred service delivery method for the future.  At the same time it 
was acknowledged in the meeting that the USPS had not prepared any quantitative 
studies on the cost benefits or revenue impacts of batch processing.  The Research 
Department knew this was a proposed service offering but did not include any questions 
or analysis of the impacts in its studies. Why they did not study this anticipated service 
delivery method is an open question?  Susan Mayo did not indicate to the PRC, in her 
testimony, that batch processing was under consideration.

We discussed that in the July 3, 2002 letter from John Dorsey to Walz, he attempts to 
imply the authority for the Postal Service to implement “electronic access (batch 
processing) in the most efficient means possible” was derived from the recent R2001-1 
rate filing because “Certified Mail includes electronic access to delivery time and date or 
attempted delivery time and date for any Certified Mail purchase”.  When we were 
discussing this issue, Tangie Samuels pointed out the reference to DMCS 941.11, which 
states in part “Certified Mail services provide a mailer with evidence of mailing and, 
upon request, electronic confirmation that an article was delivered or that attempted 
delivery was made…” If the USPS managers are interpreting this wording as approval by 
the PRC, for the batch processing and manifesting of Certified Mail offered by USPS 
approved vendors, then Walz does not understand how this wording relates to batch 
processing. 
 
Walz obtained an advisory letter from the PRC, dated March 5, 2003, that concludes 
“thus at no stage in the process of considering potential changes in Certified Mail in 
Docket-R2000-1 was the concept of bulk access to delivery status information explicitly 
presented, considered, or recommended by the Commission”. This letter also points to 
section 6, page 26 of the direct testimony of Susan Mayo upon which the Commission 
recommended inclusion of additional descriptive language.  
 
Please note that any changes to the DMCS language recommended by the PRC regarding 
Certified Mail “electronic confirmation” were implemented by the USPS in the DMM as 
follows: “Delivery status information for a Certified Mail item can be found at 
www.usps.com by entering the article number shown on the mailing receipt”.  The intent 
of the DMCS language approved by the PRC was not meant to be an approval of 
“Batch/Bulk Processing”, nor was the language implemented by the USPS in the DMM 
meant to imply delivery by any other method or vendor including Pitney Bowes, NetPost 
Certified or USCL.  
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During the meeting Walz asked the Manager of Research if he knew of plans for the 
“Batch Delivery” concept, he acknowledged he did know of such plans.  He was then 
asked if any of the questions in the market study related to “Batch Processing”.  The 
response was:  “No, the questionnaires did not include questions about “Batch 
Processing” and the impact was not studied.”   

Therefore the actions taken by the USPS clearly show there was no intent to disclose the 
“batch or bulk delivery access” concepts to the PRC and the PRC did not approve any 
similar concept.” 
 
The effect on revenues and the USPS measurements for tracking the NetPost 
Certified service. 
 
The USPS response refers to balanced scorecards and Profit and Loss (P&L) Statements 
(page 4 of 11) as measurement used for tracking nonpostal services. However, without a 
public reporting of the NetPost Certified results and comparison to USPS management’s 
initial financial objectives there is no objective public evaluation of the results. USPS has 
the sole authority to subjectively determine a positive result that would continue a 
program even if it shows a loss and when initially the program may have been projected 
to make millions of dollars.  There is no accountability to the public or the PRC for 
“nonpostal services”.  
 
To illustrate this point Walz prepared the formula below for use by the USPS to evaluate 
the impact on revenue to the USPS from the Netpost Certified service offering.  
 

The negative impact on Return Receipt revenues is computed by the following 
formula:  multiply the number of Certified Mail transactions manifested by USCL 
by 60% (84% normal less 25% actual Return Receipt percentage according to 
Tom Carter, President of USCL) of lost Return Receipts to all Certified Mail 
multiply that $1.75 equals lost Certified Mail revenues of $1.05 per transaction, 
then add back $.55 the USPS is to collect by contract for a net loss of $.50 for 
each Certified letter processed by USCL.  For every 1 million transactions 
processed by NetPost Certified, the USPS loses $500,000 in net revenues. 

The USPS has the ability to easily verify the results by just asking USCL what 
percentage of Certified Mail uses Return Receipt.   
 
Walz also determined the USPS has not established any method to measure if this service 
actually creates an increase in Certified Mail. The USPS informed us they have plans for 
such a test but there has been no evaluation to date. This is particularly concerning since 
Certified Mail has decreased approximately 8% in the first six months of fiscal 2003 
compared to fiscal 2002 when the USPS forecasted an increase of 8% in the most recent 
rate case.  
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Finally, Walz informed the USPS that the economic model for NetPost Certified and 
USCL was flawed because of the $1.30 base charge above postage, for NetPost Certified 
Mailing services, was excessive compared to the market place for large volume mailing 
of Certified Mail and too low a base charge for individual letters. There is also an issue if 
the USPS actually requested rate and mail classification changes for the “batch 
processing” of Certified Mail delivery confirmation data. This is an additional factor 
related to the economic viability of NetPost Certified Mail.  If USCL does not have the 
ability to offer “batch processing” and access to Certified Mail date and time information, 
then their services are comparable to many other letter shops or fulfillment services that 
send Certified Letters for a far less rate. 

Mr. Samaniego, the USPS manager for Netpost Certified, was unavailable for comment 
on the expectations of the USPS/USCL partnership compared to actual results.
************************************************************************ 
 
Regarding the final point made above regarding the $1.30 being excessive, at the recent 
National Postal Forum in New Orleans (April 13-16), a fulfillment competitor to NetPost 
Certified was boldly offering Certified Mailing services for “40% less than NetPost”. 
Also in a letter date January 31, 2003 to the Presidents Commission Mr. Carter, President 
of US Certified Letters, states his company is not breaking even and he has issues about 
the Postal Services effectiveness in promoting and selling NetPost Certified Mail to users 
of Certified Mail. These statements from the President of USCL differ remarkably from 
the description presented by Mr. Barranca.  So how should the scorecards read? And 
how will the public know they were scored fairly? 
 
In summary, Walz respectfully requests the Postal Rates commission evaluate; 

1. The merits of Non-Postal service businesses and whether there should be 
PRC oversight of lack of accountability; 

2. NetPost Certified as a nonpostal service business in particular;  
3. The USPS ethics surrounding the implementation and marketing of this 

service during a “test” compared to related court decisions 
4. ;  
5. Investigate whether the impacts of and provision of “batch processing of 

Certified Mail delivery confirmation data” was properly studied and 
presented by the USPS on the terms required or provided by the Postal 
Service in accordance with the policies and factor set forth in the Postal 
Reorganization Act.  If “batch processing of Certified Mail delivery 
confirmation data” was not approved by the PRC, then the PRC should take 
appropriate actions.  

 

Sincerely, 
 

Peter Casserly 
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President, Walz Postal Solutions, Inc.  
 

Attachments in PDF format; 
Letter Agreement with USCL dated March 19, 2001 
USPS Power point presentation on NetPost Certified Dated 9/28/01 
Letter Copied to Mr Barranca dated June 7, 2002 and July 8, 2002 
Letter From John Dorsey Dated July 3, 2003 
Letter from Tom Carter, USCL, dated January 31, 2003.  
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U.S. Postal Service

The Products & Prices

??Certified Mail with ETC Certified Mail with ETC $3.94$3.94

??Certified Mail, Return Receipt       $5.44Certified Mail, Return Receipt       $5.44

??Additional Special Services will soon include Additional Special Services will soon include 
Express and Priority Mail.Express and Priority Mail.



U.S. Postal Service

Primary Clients

??Mortgage lending & financial servicesMortgage lending & financial services

??Banking Banking -- collection departmentscollection departments

??Insurance companiesInsurance companies

??Utility companiesUtility companies

??Federal state, county and city Federal state, county and city 
government government 

??Legal servicesLegal services



U.S. Postal Service

Interfacing With Your Customers

??OnOn--Line Line 
www.usps.comwww.usps.com

??OffOff--Line CMMSLine CMMS

??Enterprise Enterprise 
SolutionSolution



U.S. Postal Service

On-Line www.usps.com

??OnOn--Line Line 

??Fast Fast 

??Easy Easy 

??ConvenientConvenient



U.S. Postal Service

Off-Line CMMS Software

??Advanced Features Advanced Features 

??PowerfulPowerful

??OffOff--LineLine

??WindowsWindows



U.S. Postal Service

Enterprise Solution 

??We fit the  We fit the  
customer needscustomer needs

?? Data updated Data updated 
dailydaily

?? ETC Software ETC Software 
provides provides 
electronic electronic 
tracking & tracking & 
confirmationconfirmation

?? ReportsReports



U.S. Postal Service

FAQ’s 

?? Can we outsource?   USPS Can we outsource?   USPS 

??What security do we use?  128 bitWhat security do we use?  128 bit

??What is the setWhat is the set--up cost?  Noneup cost?  None

?? How do we pay for this? ACH, Visa/MC How do we pay for this? ACH, Visa/MC 
Government P.O. Government P.O. 

??What is the cost benefit? Labor savings What is the cost benefit? Labor savings 

??What is the cost Savings? $18.00 to $20 per letter  What is the cost Savings? $18.00 to $20 per letter  

??Will this project take lots of time? No, we do most Will this project take lots of time? No, we do most 
all the setall the set--up.up.



U.S. Postal Service

Next Steps:

??What is the Certified mail volume?What is the Certified mail volume?

??Who makes the Certified buying decision?Who makes the Certified buying decision?

??What is the format? SelfWhat is the format? Self--mailer, flat?mailer, flat?

??How is the letter created? Database or hand How is the letter created? Database or hand 
typed?typed?

??Who needs to be included in this decision?Who needs to be included in this decision?



U.S. Postal Service

Getting Started 

??Review the sales materialsReview the sales materials

??Create a targeted Certified Mail prospect listCreate a targeted Certified Mail prospect list

??PrePre--qualify each prospectqualify each prospect

??Schedule presentations with your prospects Schedule presentations with your prospects 

??CoCo--ordinate your presentations with us for ordinate your presentations with us for 
onon--line help and supportline help and support

??FollowFollow--up with your clients.up with your clients.



U.S. Postal Service

Electronic Media Kit

??PowerPoint PresentationPowerPoint Presentation

??Sample selfSample self--mailers and flatsmailers and flats

?? Sales sheets: oneSales sheets: one--pagerspagers

?? Rate cards & letter of agreementRate cards & letter of agreement

?? CMMS Software CMMS Software 

?? ETC ETC –– Electronic Tracking Electronic Tracking 
Confirmation Software Confirmation Software 



U.S. Postal Service

??Do you want to start saving money? Do you want to start saving money? 

??May I get sample letters and data?May I get sample letters and data?

??Can I followCan I follow--up with a written proposals? up with a written proposals? 

??Can you estimate your labor and cost Can you estimate your labor and cost 
savings?savings?

??Do you want to install the software?Do you want to install the software?

??Can I set up a training and installation time? Can I set up a training and installation time? 
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-----Original Message----- 
From: Peter Casserly  
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2003 4:01 PM 
To: Laura Luedtka 
Subject: FW: Walz response 7-3-02 letter 
 
Please put this letter in if PDF format along with the Email cover. Make sure the date of the letter is 7/8/02 it 
has an auto date from word. 
 
 -----Original Message----- 
From:  Peter Casserly   
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2002 5:28 PM 
To: 'jdorsey@email.usps.gov' 
Cc: 'rstrasser@email.usps.gov'; 'btayman@email.usps.gov'; 'nbarranca@email.usps.gov'; 

'jgillia2@email.usps.gov'; Rod G. Walz 
Subject: Walz response 7-3-02 letter 
 

P Casserly to J 
dorsey 7-8-02....

ohn, 
 
We are accepting your proposal to become part of the delivery conformation system.  Unfortunately, we had 
to address some issues in your last letter.  Other then a concern about the Electronic Return Receipt at 
USCL, if any other issues arise  they will probably come from our communications with Finance or other 
involved departments. 
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July 8, 2002 
 
John Dorsey 
United States Postal Service 
475 L' Enfant Plaza, SW 
Washington, DC  20260-2620 
 
Re: Certified Mail Issues Response Dated July 3, 2002 
 
Dear John, 
 
For your convenience, I have underlined any questions we would like a direct response to. 
 
We appreciate receiving your letter.  Regarding getting Walz connected; please give us the name and 
phone number of a person in Technology.  Our technicians will contact them to review the FTP process 
with USPS. Beyond Publication 91, is there any other policy and procedure type documentation 
available that we will need? What the marketplace may desire in software for the electronic data transfer 
may be different from the other service providers, therefore, we need a clear understanding of the limits 
of this program. 
   
In your letter, you clarify that the “USPS does not offer any service known as ETC…”.  In defining 
ETC (Electronic Tracking Confirmation) as “batch” processing of electronic delivery confirmation, we 
did so because that was the term the USPS used to train USPS Marketing reps for the NetPost Online 
Certified mail services in the September 28, 2001 PowerPoint. It’s confusing. What do you call the 
“batch” processing of electronic delivery confirmation that you now offer through PB, USCL and 
Outsource Solutions?   
 
We do understand that the USPS has the authority to provide electronic access to information in the 
most efficient method. However that is not the point of our past letters.  WALZ objected to the 
economic advantages that appear to be intentionally given to PB and USCL by the Product 
Development Department or it predecessor long before the PRC approved the proposed Certified Mail 
rates changes. WALZ objected to the logic and methodology for the actions that allowed the transfer of 
economic advantages. We understand there are rules and procedures established by the PRC 
for a live Pilot test such as the “Confirm Test” now being conducted. However the rules and 
procedures are only applicable if the USPS submits an application to the PRC. According to 
the PRC, there was no application made for this particular live Pilot test!  Therefore the PRC 
and Finance were not involved in oversight of a live undocumented operational Pilot test. Of 
course this raises the questions; what are the USPS rules for conducting a live Pilot test? Are they 
discretionary? There is still some question about whether Marketing was included or precluded from this 
test because of the training materials provided to USPS Marketing reps as mentioned above. You do 
not indicate if those marketing materials were prepared by E Commerce or approved by a higher level 
of Marketing.   
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Certified Mail Pilot Test 
 
The issues you wanted to assess in the test goals did not need a “live” operational test. As we have 
mentioned in our June 7th letter, each and every one of the goals you now list could have been 
determined without PB having to sell postage meters or USCL and the USPS marketing this service to 
new customers. Postage meters could have been tested in labs, given to any number of existing 
customers in PB’s management services division or existing customer to achieve the data volumes 
required, the same for USCL existing customers. We have unfair competition on one hand and on the 
other hand the financial issue of how much revenue did the USPS lose in this test versus how much 
revenue did the USPS gain from growth caused by the enhanced service? We do not need an 
independent econometric study to prove our point.  Your own data collected from PB (who promoted 
Certified Mail without Return Receipt) and Outsource Solutions (whose major client stopped sending 
Return Receipt) will teach you that all you have to do is take the number of transactions processed 
during the test and multiply by $1.50. You lost almost that much revenue say $2.0 million. Now can you 
prove there was any growth because of this test?  No! Yet the USPS stands by the growth estimates 
even when the surveyor, Ruth Rothschild, says she really does not know what is going to happen until a 
product/service is really offered.  This is an issue which the USPS must immediately address not 
WALZ.  We know that Product Development did not invite Finance to share in the opportunity to 
obtain economic information. Why would someone do this? No information means there can be no 
adverse information.  Adverse information can stop the program.   
 
As for the selection of the participants, let me make this perfectly clear, WALZ does not and 
has never objected to PB or USCL being selected.  Our issue is solely that they received 
economic benefit and used to this gain market advantage. In response to our point about Walz 
not being considered for the test, you responded by saying that you selected mailers/service 
providers that were certified to do FTP electronic filing.  To the best of our knowledge, 
Outsource Solutions did not have ability when they were selected. They had to specifically 
program the necessary routines. 
 
The opportunity to participate in a Pilot test should be a privilege and should include control 
over the participants.  This is exactly the opposite of what happened. Excuse me for being 
skeptical here but who is making the rules? Why were you not able to set the ground rules?  
Was PB or USCL objecting?  Did John Ward have an influence on the lack of written rules 
and objectives? Did Mr. Potter’s statement about a freeze on capital spending set back the 
timetable for implementation or create a need for a test? In March 2001 or earlier the free 
transfer of delivery data had been established in concept, if not already set in stone. In April 
2001, the survey questionnaires were completed for use. By July/August 2001 the market 
survey was done and the pricing known. Lets start a live Pilot test because we have issues to 
assess and we need to make a business case but let’s not put anything in writing, and don’t 
ask Finance if they need might need any information.  Why weren’t we told on our June 3rd 
teleconference with you that the test was terminating on June 30th.  There was no indication 
of that. What happened between June 3rd and June 30th that  
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changed the landscape on the issues we raised? The coincidental nature of this program and 
the actions taken between June 3rd and June 30th don’t pass the proverbial stink test.  
 
As we stated earlier, PB knows we do not have this service and they have admitted they are 
targeting our customers. This is why we wanted the test to stop. It was unfair.  We also wanted 
new management in Product Development to take a closer look at where the program had 
originated, what had occurred and did this all seem fair? 
 

You mention that some risks were taken into account before the PRC approved the rate changes. Why 
would USPS managers take such aggressive entrepreneurial risks? This is highly unusual by USPS 
standards. Is there that much pressure to make every program profitable? Maybe there is in E 
Commerce given the GAO reports and Mr. Potter’s comments that these enterprises must stand on 
there own. Lets take USCL, as an example.  Did this concept start with a marketing study to find a sole 
source vendor or earlier when Mr. Carter has told us that he was roaming the USPS halls trying to find 
someone to listen to his vision? How profitable is such a venture today to take so much risk? 
Then again, risk is often a personal perception. One may believe that there is nominal risk associated 
with starting a USPS marketing program if USPS reps receive a PowerPoint presentation created on 
September 28th teaching them how to sell Net Post Online ETC when PRC testimony started 
September 24th. We also have the matter of the USCL Electronic Return Receipt. Is this just aggressive 
marketing with possibly a small nod of approval by E Commerce, a great revenue source or deception? 
Even today on the USPS web site it declares in FAQ: “It allows you to store every piece of mail, as 
well as information regarding proof of entry, recipient information, an online mailing manifest and 
Certified Electronic Return Receipt”.   Is it appropriate for a USPS business partner to take (as 
you said in your letter) “additional liberties” and deceive the USPS customers through a USPS website 
that this service is available? 

 
Revenue Issue  
 
WALZ has brought several issues to the attention of the USPS because we believe there was a critical 
lack of oversight of this particular program during USPS reorganizations. The fact that the largest 
mailers of Certified Mail would reap a billion dollar reward at the expense of the USPS and taxpayers is 
a concern to us.   Also, the decision to give monopolistic economic advantages to PB and USCL was 
developed long ago and the power to do so was limited to you and John Ward..  The USPS does not 
have a method established to measure the growth in certified mail from the enhancements.  There is a 
strong logical case to be made, that the future of Electronic Return Receipt service will not succeed 
economically.   Again we think your estimates are overly optimistic because common sense and the 
specific actions of your own customers, in your Pilot test.  Wal Mart stopped using Return Receipt 
when batched delivery information became available.  What makes you think that they will pay for 
Electronic Return Receipt on each transaction when it is available on the internet after 
mailing, when needed?  Then again, as you point out Certified Mail volume is up and so are revenues. 
A large increase in revenues can mask many problems for a time but if there is an underlying  
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problem, it will surface. We see this happening every day in the financial world.  From our seventeen 
years of direct Certified Mail experience, we know that in a bad economy there are more layoffs which 
results in more loan delinquency rates, more insurance cancellations for non-payment, less child support 
payments and more bad checks.   In our view, providing free delivery information, in batch to corporate 
America, is not only a poor business decision, but also will result in hundreds of millions of dollars of 
revenue loss in the next few years. Providing this data for free, overall, will not induce more use of 
Certified Mail in the corporate sector. 
 
Monopolistic Overtones 
 
From our limited perspective, we do not know what more the Product Development Department could 
have done if they were actually trying to transfer the economic advantages to the chosen two (PB and 
USCL).  From the perspective of any third party, there does not seen to be any action steps taken by 
Product Development, Special Services or E Commerce to even attempt or hint that economic 
advantages were not intended to be given to PB and USCL long before official approvals.  As of today, 
if the IRS, for example, wants the benefit of this new certified mail service, they must choose to have 
USCL or Outsource Solutions send their certified mail or use a PB postage meter.  To WALZ that 
was the objective and the result.  
 
In Conclusion 
 
John, letter writing is really not conducive to a debate on the issues we have raised.  And while your 
letter tried to formulate a reasonable USPS response, you can see it raised far more questions than 
answers. It is highly probable WALZ will never receive satisfactory answers by this form of 
communication. We may never know what actually happened or why.  We hope that  Marketing, 
Finance or other oversight groups want to delve into the what happened and why.   WALZ will leave 
further questions to those who seek answers.   
 
I am sure there will be critics of the USPS who will say this is just business as normal. I do not believe 
that.  The USPS has many great programs that a run without incident. When the USPS is struggling to 
balance its books, Congress and the press will want to know why the USPS intentionally gave 
corporate America a billion dollars in future savings through batch processing of free delivery 
confirmation, when there is a very good chance that they would be willing to pay something for this 
service.  As we pointed out in our previous communication, companies like Wal Mart will be able to 
save $1.2 million dollars per year in fees plus labor to physically update customer records. 
Why wouldn’t they be willing to pay for batched data at some price?  I am not sure that the 
press and Congress will be satisfied by the fact that your market research was statistically 
weighted.  At the year one projected rate of 14,000,000 Return Receipts lost, it will only take 
a little over three years before the USPS is losing $100,000,000 per year that will never be 
recovered from Large Certified Mail users.   Even if you increase the price of Certified Mail above 
$2.30 in the future, large mailers who stopped using Return Receipts because they receive the batch 
processing benefits for free, will never pay their fair share. Then again this is not a Product Development 
problem.   
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My final issue is the Electronic Return Receipt Service provided by USCL. They are  
emailing a USPS 3811 form with USPS Certification and a USPS round date marking to  
Customers. Since this is not a USPS authorized service, doesn’t this seem a bit deceptive to you? You 
and legal have had this information for over a month now. Has action been taken to notify USCL this is 
not authorized by the USPS? Have they been told to stop using it? Did anyone in E Commerce approve 
this form and concept then forgot to tell you?   
 
I would appreciate an answer to my underlined questions.  If you have any additional 
information to share,  please send it to me before I move forward. 
 
Again, thanks for your consideration in allowing WALZ to participate in offering a  new certified mail 
service. We will pursue it diligently. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Peter Casserly 
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